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Disposable SCOOP and SPOON
Double packaging for clean room

Pharma Spoon
Sterilized spoon

Pharma Scoop
Sterilized scoop

Suitable for
sampling solid and
semi-solid samples

Suitable for use in 
a clean room thanks 
to double packaging

Notched scales are
engraved inside

Certificates of 
products

Self-standing
［Compatible with balance weighing］

Certificates of products can be issued according to customers’ requests.
（Material, sterilization, Pyrogen-free, Human DNA/RNase / D Nase-FREE）

Made in Japan
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Material Sterilization Packaging Volume
Polypropylene 1mL, 5mL, 10mL, 20mL, and 100mLSterilized by electron beam Double packaged

● Specifications

100pcs./box

100pcs./box

100pcs./box

100pcs./box

1mL

5mL

10mL

20mL

MYK-MS-01-100

MYK-MS-05-100

MYK-MS-10-100

MYK-MS-20-100

Collection amount Overall length（㎜） CountType

● Pharma Spoon

205 50pcs./box100mLMYK-MSK-100-50
Collection amount Overall length（㎜） CountType

● Pharma Scoop

17×157

25×185

30×185

35×208

https://www.k-k-yamaoka.co.jp

Pharma Scoop
Sterilized scoop

Pharma Spoon
Sterilized spoon

Pharma scoop and Pharma spoon
can meet vorious customers’ requests

SS (Stainless Steel) spoon
has much trouble with

sterilization and management

Spoons that can be placed on
a balance stably are required

Clean validation criteria are
getting strict

Want less expensive
disposable products

Want to decrease the risk of
cross-contamination as low

as possible

Delivery and product quality of
overseas counterparts are concerned.
Don’t know if certificate is issued.

Spoon design is not good
and hard to use due to the design

Require spoons that can be used
for harmful raw materials or

sterilized

Certificate is necessary according
to FDA regulation

Notched scales are
engraved inside
the spoon for
rough weighing

Easy
Measurement

Bottom of the products
are flat and they
can be placed on
the surface stably
and horizontally

It can be inserted
into a sampling bin.
Therese products are
used for the bottles
with small mouth

Flat bottom
design

Slim head


